
HDPE Products



Seaside Trace

Rock-Paper-Scissors Twist Fish Dinner

Animal Trace Flower Bug

Find the Fish Find the Pairs Noughts & Crosses

Maze Wheel 3 in a Line 3 in a Line Ocean
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Playing games is an essential aspect of childhood, providing children with opportunities to develop
physically, socially, cognitively, emotionally, and to have fun.



Treasure Maze Puppy Fun

Spin Dice Maze Race Animal Find

Bubble Fish

Puppy Race Matching Pairs

Triple Maze Challenge
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Playing games is an essential aspect of childhood, providing children with opportunities to develop
physically, socially, cognitively, emotionally, and to have fun.



Farm Shop

Shop Flower Shop Post Office

Sweet Shop

Garage Fuel Pump

Doctors

E-Charge

Treasure Map
Puppy Face Head

Through
Kitty Face Head

Through
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Role-play is an important activity for children as it can benefit their development in many ways. 
It helps them develop social skills, imagination, emotional intelligence, 

language skills, and self-confidence.



Accessories

Role-play is an important activity for children as it can benefit their development in many ways. 
It helps them develop social skills, imagination, emotional intelligence, 

language skills, and self-confidence.

Theatre Chalkboard

Today you are a... Lets Play... Under The Sea
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Polycarbonate
Window

Polycarbonate
Window



Sensory

Cod Station Spiral Twist Spaghetti Slider

Roller Touch

Falling Balls

Rain Maker

Sensory play is an important activity for children as it allows them to explore and develop their
senses, which is crucial for cognitive, language, emotional, physical, and social development. 

Drum RattlerCrazy Wheels
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Play Alphabet Up

Times Table 2 3 4 Times Table 5 6 7 Times Table 8 9 10

United Kingdom

Count the Teeth Learning Clock

Play Alphabet Lo

Abacus

Weather Station Abacus Chalkboard
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Education in play is essential for children's overall development, as it allows them to learn and
explore in a fun and engaging way



Missing Letter

Shapes

Height Chart Smiley Height Chart Rocket
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Education in play is essential for children's overall development, as it allows them to learn and
explore in a fun and engaging way



Chime Post x 4 

Melody Rhythm Echo

Babel Post Bongo Post

Composer

Bell Post
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Multi-Chime Post

Music plays a crucial role children's overall development, it promotes cognitive, emotional, social,
physical and cultural development.  



Den Tunnel Munch Tunnel

Choo Train Carriage

Secret Garden
TunnelPlain Tunnel

Choo Train

 (individual table available) Daisy PlayPoppy Play
Water Play Set
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Ball Toss 5 Ball Toss 10

Target 1200

Ball Toss 15

Scoreboard

Basketball Backboard
Curved Basketball

Backboard

Target 800

Cricket Stumps

Pro-Shot Football Goal Rock Traverse
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 Fitness in play is essential for children's overall development, as it promotes physical health, motor
development, mental health, social development, and cognitive development.



Durability: HDPE is a very durable material that can withstand harsh

weather conditions, UV rays, and rough play. This makes it an ideal

material for outdoor playground equipment that needs to stand the test

of time.

Safety: HDPE is a very safe material for playground equipment. It is non-

toxic, non-absorbent, and does not splinter or crack, which reduces the

risk of injury to children.

Low maintenance: HDPE is very easy to clean and maintain. It does not

require painting, staining, or sealing, which saves time and money on

maintenance costs.

Customizable: HDPE can be manufactured into almost any shape or size,

which makes it a versatile material for playground equipment. It can be

designed to fit any space or theme, and it can be customized with colours

and patterns.

Environmentally friendly: HDPE is a recyclable material, which means that

it can be reused and repurposed. This makes it an environmentally

friendly option for playground equipment.

All products presented in this document are manufactured using commercial

grade HDPE board, and stainless steel fixings.

 

HDPE (High-Density Polyethylene) is an excellent material for playground

equipment for several reasons:

 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

 

Overall, HDPE is an excellent material for playground equipment because it is

durable, safe, low-maintenance, customizable, and environmentally friendly.
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01535 509019
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Recycled posts are manufactured using plastic that has
been diverted away from landfill. This material is non-
absorbing and resistant to all kinds of weather, meaning 
 will not degrade over time. They can also be recycled,
making it a versatile product with an infinite amount of
uses.

HDPE (High-Density Polyethylene) activity panels
are durable and versatile panels that can be used to
enhance fences or walls for various recreational and
educational purposes. Installing HDPE activity
panels on existing fences or walls can be a
straightforward process however it is important to
note that the specific installation process may vary
depending on the design of the HDPE activity panels
and the type of fence or wall. 

Installing HDPE activity panels on recycled plastic posts
offers a durable, sustainable, safe, low-maintenance, and
versatile solution for creating engaging play areas for
children. It is important to note that the specific installation
process may vary depending on the manufacturer's
instructions and the design of the activity panels and posts
you're using. 

Surface Mounted

Recycled Post Mounted

Recycled Posts

For more information about the products in this brochure, please contact

sales@axoleisure.co.uk


